
 

 

 

 

 

 

INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO 

 

 

 

                                                          On April 3, 2019 from 9:15 AM-2:00 PM 

 

A batch of 27 VI semester students and a faculty coordinator Mrs. Rafega Begam of Department of 

Information Science and Engineering visited the world’s most comprehensive drug development company 

COVANCE, dedicated to advancing healthcare and delivering Solutions Made Real. 

The students were taken to the conference hall where Ms. Jyotsna Ravi, HR, gave a brief introduction 

about unique perspectives of Covance which is built from decades of scientific expertise and precision 

delivery of largest volume of drug development data in the world along with their innovative technology 

solutions that helps their clients identify new approaches and anticipate tomorrow’s challenges as they 

evolve. 

Mr. Bimalendu Mandal, Programming Lead, addressed the students about how programming skills can be 

put together in a such pharmaceutical industry to transform today’s healthcare challenges into tomorrow’s 

solution. He also enlightened students about Clinical Development Management (CDM) tools, electronic-

Clinical Report Format (e-CRF) and EDC tools usage. 

Later, Mr. Avinash Kumar, Programming Lead, gave a detailed description about how Biometrics Business, 

Food and Drug Approval (FDA) played an important role in offering laboratory testing services to the 

chemical/agrochemical industries and are a market leader in toxicology services, central laboratory 

services, discovery services and a top global provider of Phase III clinical trial management services. 

 

Five students of New Horizon College of Engineering who are currently pursuing their internship at 

Covance gave a note on the Mission, Vision and Values of Covance.  

 
Mission is to improve health and improve lives. 

Vision is to be recognized by clients as the undisputed leader in providing drug development services, 
trusted partner whose hallmarks are and proven track record of integrating and streamlining the 
development process. 

Values are to strive for operational and service excellence through a relentless focus on People, Process 
and Clients. 



Right after this, the students were called out for the 12 floors company tour by the New Horizon Interns 
who described about the work that takes place in each floor and how it gets collaborated at each stage. 

This Industrial visit was concluded by Ms. Jyotsna Ravi, HR by providing cupcakes and signing off. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Avinash Kumar, Programming Lead  

addressing the students about 

Biometrics Business, Food and Drug 

Approval. 

Mr. Bimalendu Mandal, Programming Lead  

addressing the students about CDM, e-CRF 

and EDC tools usage. 

Ms. Jyotsna Ravi, HR 

giving a brief introduction about the 

Covance. 



List of Participants 

USN NAME 

1NH16IS001 AASHIKA M SURESH 

1NH16IS002 ABHISHEK KUMAR 

1NH16IS003 ABHISHEK RANJAN 

1NH16IS004 ADITYA SHARDA 

1NH16IS005 AFIA KULSUM 

1NH16IS006 AJAY H 

1NH16IS007 AKASHANSH JAIN 

1NH16IS008 AKHILENDU 

1NH16IS009 AMAL SINGH BHADAURIA 

1NH16IS010 AMIR SOHAIL BAIG A 

1NH16IS011 AMITHESH K N 

1NH16IS012 ANAKHA AMAL SIDDIQUE 

1NH16IS014 ANUJ PRAKASH 

1NH16IS015 ANUSHA D SINGH 

1NH16IS016 ARNAB BHOWAL 

1NH16IS017 ASHIKA P 

1NH16IS018 ASHWINI HOLLA 

1NH16IS019 ASHWINI SINGH A 

1NH16IS020 B LAKSHMI DEEPIKA CHOWDARY 

1NH16IS021 B S DEEPTHI 

1NH16IS022 BHARANI PRABHAKARAN 

1NH16IS023 BHAVYA R 

1NH16IS024 BHAWIK TANNA 

1NH16IS025 BISWAJIT MOHANTY 

1NH16IS026 CHANDRAKIRAN S 

1NH16IS030 DEEPA.S 

1NH16IS033 GAGAN PRASAD 

 

 



Top:Students with HoD and Faculty Co-ordinator before starting the Industrial Visit. 

Middle: Students with Ms. Jyotsna Ravi, HR andMr. Avinash Kumar, Programming Leadand five interns from 

New Horizon College of Engineering at Covance Conference Hall. 

Bottom: Students with faculty co-ordinator waving off to Covance office. 
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